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"Wine's positive perception on health and its popularity
among older consumers means it’s well-positioned as

Canadians remained focused on living healthily without
sacrificing on the things they love, in the face of an aging

population. The challenge for wine makers will be to
ensure their offerings are in line with consumer demand at

large when it comes to flavour, positioning and format."
- Joel Gregoire, Associate Director - Food & Drink

This report looks at the following areas:

• Younger consumers are key to wine’s future growth
• Many consumers are confused by wine selection
• Consumers show active interest in learning more about wine
• Wine experience can extend beyond the “bottle”
• Focus on flavour relatable to a greater share of consumers
• Strong wine brands can extend to other categories
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Figure 12: Population aged 65 years and over in Canada, historical and projected (% of total), 1971-2061

Perceived financial health improved in 2018, but an uncertain economic landscape may be on the horizon
Figure 13: Perception of financial health, January/February 2015-18

Canada’s aging population works in wines favour

BC wine in grocery stores to face greater competition

Fun and creativity to wine in wine packaging

Canada’s aging population works in wines favour

Wine is more conveniently available in Canada’s largest province

BC wine in grocery stores to face greater competition

Climate change likely to impact wine production

Low-alcohol wine brings ‘sessionability’ to Canadians

Organic’s popularity requires context, but appears poised for growth
Figure 14: Share of wine launches with organic claim, 2013-18 YTD (November)

Technology can offer more personalized advice on selection
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Stated wine usage is in line with beer usage
Figure 26: Alcoholic beverages drunk most often plus also drink (NET), October 2018

Wine benefits from an aging population
Figure 27: Alcoholic beverages drunk most often, by age, October 2018

Figure 28: Drink wine most often, by gender and age, October 2018

Figure 29: Drink beer most often, by gender and age, October 2018

Wine’s variety of options positions it well as a ‘secondary’ option
Figure 30: Alcoholic beverage drunk most often vs those also drunk, October 2018

Two in five drinkers turn to wine at-least once per week
Figure 31: Wine consumption frequency, October 2018

Canadians show little apparent preference for red or white wine
Figure 32: Typical consumption of wine varietal, October 2018

Men are more likely to drink red wine
Figure 33: Typical consumption of wine varietal, by gender, October 2018

Age influences varietal selection
Figure 34: Typical consumption of wine varietal (select), by age, October 2018

Taste reigns when choosing wine
Figure 35: Important factors when choosing wine, October 2018

Men and women are motivated by different factors when choosing wine…
Figure 36: Important factors when choosing wine (select), by gender, October 2018

…as are consumers of different ages
Figure 37: Important factors when choosing wine (select), by age, October 2018

Words matter when positioning wine
Figure 38: Words that hold appeal when choosing wine, October 2018

Gender impacts how wines should be described
Figure 39: Words that hold appeal when choosing wine, by gender, October 2018

Less bold flavours hold greater appeal with younger wine drinkers
Figure 40: Words that hold appeal when choosing wine, by age, October 2018

Quebec shows different preferences for the wine they drink
Figure 41: Words that hold appeal when choosing wine, Quebec vs Canada overall, October 2018

Most Canadians view wine as being a better-for-you means to experience enjoyment
Figure 42: Attitudes toward wine, October 2018

Wine is ripe for exploration
Figure 43: “I would be interested in other types of alcohol offered by wine brands”, by age, October 2018
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Opportunity to simplify wine choices

Wine branding extends beyond the bottle
Figure 44: “Visits to brands improver perception of the brand”, by age, October 2018
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